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When we see a garden or a forest, we forget that these 
living forms are nourished by an arterial system of 

underground irrigation that brings life to plants and trees. Dalya 
Luttwak’s series of sculptures, which she suggestively has titled 
Roots expose what is hidden under the surface, an analogy 
with the unconscious feelings covered over and concealed by 
consciousness.  Just as the roots of trees and plants are buried 
beneath the surface, invisible to the naked eye but spreading in 
a gnarled network, our censuring mind often buries feelings and 
memories.

Luttwak’s earlier cast bronze pieces were small and very intricate 
objects. These new works are far more ambitious installations 
suggesting metaphoric meaning that goes beyond the merely 
aesthetic. Indeed, they are intentionally not “beautiful” in an easy 
or conventional sense.  Because she is an Israeli, it is tempting 

to read metaphors of conflict into her work…these plant forms 
spread and seek more space, they aspire to rootedness while 
they are deprived of soil; therefore they cannot remain stabile 
and fruitful.

The raw steel pipes bent into linear constructs are tangled like 
the intertwined skeins of clotted pigment in a Jackson Pollock 
painting. Her roots sprout spidery ganglia; they are often 
threatening jellyfish or barbed wire. Yet their message though 
tough is not without hope. Indeed we can interpret the act of 
climbing as an attempt to escape enclosure, to reach another, 
more fruitful reality. As her sculptures scale the concrete walls 
of the Katzen Center sculpture garden, some make it to the top, 
reaching across to the other side where an unknown salvation 
may lie. The spidery prickly pods bulge and twist, projecting into 
the real space that contains them. As the spiky network of roots 
climbs the unnatural manmade concrete garden walls, their 
barren protrusions take on a surreal science fiction quality. They 
are like the dried remains of what was once sprouting greenery, 
their dried pods remembering the flowers and branches they 
once sprouted.

Yet hers is not a depressing message. The very fact of climbing 
indicates aspiration, the hope of escaping their walled confines 
to reach another terra firma, where perhaps an oasis waits.
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